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Our research for 1989 has been widely reported, as given by the listing following, of 7 Journal
Articles, 4 ERL Reports, 10 Tlks. Conference Proceedings, and 8 Talks, Poser Papers.

Abstacts are atached for most of the talks; full papers for the Numerical Simulation Conference.

Sent along with this Report ae reprnts of the Journal Articles and the ERL Reports.

Our prior mode was to publish Quarterly Progress Repor these then becare Semi-Annual
Reports, which ended in 1988. In 1989, we began publishing Annual Progress Reports. While QPR's
were excellent exercises in reporting, they required an immense effort; in today's research climate, such
effort is not available.

We rust that our reporting is still useful.

C. Birdsall
Principal Investigator
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Publications for 1989

Journal Articles

W.S. Lawson, "Particle Simulation of Bounded ID Plasma Systems," J. Comp. Physics, 80 (2), Febru-
ary 1989, pp. 253-276.

K. Theilhaber and C.K. Birdsall, "Kelvin-Helmholtz Vortex Formation and Particle Transport in a
Cross-Field Plasma Sheath," Phys. Rev. Lett., 62, pp. 772-775, February 13, 1989.

B.I. Cohen, A.B. Langdon, D.W. Hewett (all at LLNL) and R.J. Procassini (here), "Performance and
Optimization of Direct Implicit Particle Simulation", J. Comp. Phys., 31, pp 151-168, March 1989

William S. Lawson, "The Pierce Diode with an External Circuit. I. Oscillations About Nonuniform
Equilibria," Phys. Fluids B, 1, July 1989, pp 1483-1492.

William S. Lawson, "The Pierce Diode with an External Circuit. II. Chaotic Behavior," Phys. Fluids B,
1, July 1989, pp. 1493-1501.

K. Theilhaber and C.K. Birdsall, "Kelvin-Helmholtz Vortex Formation and Particle Transport in a
Cross-Field Sheath I: Transient Behavior," Phys. Fluids B. 1, pp. 2244-2259, November 1989.

K. Theilbaber and C.K. Birdsall, "Kelvin-Helmholtz Vortex Formation and Particle Transport in a
Cross-Field Sheath U: Steady State," Phys. Fluids B, 1, pp2260-2272, November 1989.

ERL Reports

J. Verboncoeur, "ESI Reference Manual" (which is distributed with our PC disk, which is not included
here - but free for the asking)

Mi. Gerver, SE. Parker, and K. Theilhaber, "Analytic Solutions and Particle Simulations of Cross-Field
Plasma Sheaths," Memo No. UCB/ERL M89/114, August 30, 1989.

IJ. Marty, and C. Birdsall, "Traveling-Wave-Tube Simulation: The IBC Code," Memo No.
UCB/ERL M89/116, September 26,1989.

SM. Parker, and C. Birdsall, "Numerical Error in Electron Orbits with Large o,&," Memo No.
UCB/ERL M89/136, December 20,1989.

Talks, Conference Proceedings

At Sherwood Theory Conference, San Antonio, Texas, April 3-5, 1989:

W.S. Lawson and C.K. Birdsall, "Simulation of RF driven plasma edge."

S.E. Parker, C.K. Birdsall, A. Friedman, SL. Ray, "Bounded multi-scale particle simulation: The
sheath problem."

At 13th Conference on Numerical Simulation of Plasmas, Santa Fe, NM, September 17-20, 1989

J.P. Verboncoeur, V.. Vahedi, "WinGraphics: An Optimized Windowing Environment for Interac-
tive Real-Time Simulations."

IJ. Morey, J.P. Verboncoeur, and V. Vahedi, "Bounded Plasma Device Simulation with PDWI,
Including* External RLC Circuit, DC and RF Drive, and Collisional Processes."
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IJ. Morcy, and C.K. Birdsall, "The Traveling-Wave-Tube Code IBC."

M.V. Alves, V. Vahedi, and C.K. Birdsall, "PDCI: One-Dimensional Radial Code for a Cylindri-
cal Plasma Device with an External RLC CircuiL"

S.. Parker, A. Friedman, S.L. Ray, and C.K Birdsall, "Multi-Scale Particle Simulation of
Bounded Plasmas."

SX. Parker, "A Particle-In-Cell Method for Modeling Small Angle Coulomb Collisions in Plas-
mas."

RJ. Procassini, C K. Birdsall, BJ. Cohen, and Y. Matsuda, "Comparison of Particle--In-Cell and
Fokker-Planck Mehods as Applied to the Modeling of Auxiliary-Heated Mirror Plasmas."

Talks, Poster Papers

At APS/Gaseous Electronics Conference Annual Meetng, Palo Alto, CA, October 17-20, 1989

IU. Morey, V. Vahedi, J.P. Verboncocur, and M. Liebemuan, "Particle Simulation Code for
Modeling Processing Plasmas."

M.V. Alves, V. Vahedi, and C.K. Birdsall, "Cylindrical Simulations for RF Discharges and
Plasma Immersion Ion implantation."

At APS/Division of Plasma Physics Annual Meeting, Anaheim, November 13-17, 1989.
RJ. Procassini, CK. Birdsall, and BJ. Cohen, "Particle Simulations of a Low-Recycling Divertor
Scrape-Off Layer."
C. Birdsall, RJ. Procassini, and B.I. Cohen, "Particle Simulations of a High-Recycling Divertor
Scrape-Off Layer."

RJ. Pwcassini, BI. Cohen, Y. Matsuda, and CX. Birdsall, "Modeling of Auxiliary-Heated Mir-
ror Plasmas: A Comparison of Particle-In-Cell and Fokker-Planck Methods."

S.Y. Parkes, and RJ. Procassini, "Large Space and Tune Scale Particle Simulation of Bounded
Plasmas with a 'Logical Sheath'."
M.V. Alves, V. Vahedi, and C. Birdsall, "RF Plasma Processes in Cylindrical Models and
Plasma Immersion Ion Implantation."

IJ. Morey, V. Vahedi, and J. Verboncomur, "Particle Simulation Code for Modeling Processing
Plasmas."



Sherwood Theory Conference, San Antonio, Trexas, April 3-5, 1989
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PatceSimulations of a Low-Recycling Diver- Particle Simulations of a High-Recycling Diver-
tar Srp OTLayer * R. PROCASSlNt, C. BIRDSALL, Uasiser- tar Serape-Ofr Layer !C. BIRLDSALL, ft. PROCA33t)(I, Univer-
siof alfrna Berkeley; B. CottcY, L4WrtRCs Livermnore National sit, of Califoernia, Berkeley; B. Couzit, Ldurrence lveemorv Nationtal

eairiry-h ffect of Coulomb collisionality on the transport of par- Laborm fory.-The effeact of neutrallcharged particle interactions on kte
tidles adenergy to alow-ceryclinrj diveftor plate through the scrape-off tranapj)rt of particles And energy to a high-recycling divertor plate
layer (SL natokamnak is studied using a fully-kinetic, self-consistent throu71i the scrape-off layer (SOL.) in a tokamak is studied wsing a fully.
psrticle-in-cull (PIC) model. The two species (electron and ion) PIC kinetic, self-.consistent particle-in-cell (P!C) model. In addition to a
code features a Monte Carlo binary-particle collision model which con- Monte Carlo binary-particle Coulomb-collision model, the basic elec.
serves the momentum and kinetic energy of the Interacting particles. traetatic particle code also simulates the charge-exchange and impact.
The full-range of Coulomb collisional processes (a-e, 9-4 and i-i) ae in- Inzto rcse hc cu ewe lsaprilsadrcce
cluded. The dependence of the preitheath and collector sheath potential nsutrz particles in the vicinity of the divertOr plate. (The neutral par-
drop, Plasma temporature, flow velocity and i.11heat flux on the tidle dpasity proftl, is specified by the user, hence the neutral particles
collisionatity is discussed. Thre "collislonal* presheath drop, !-f-tron aft no~t handled In a seilf-consistent manner), These atomic physics mod-
tempa!tature at the plate. m.d collector sheath drop Increase with Fol- eIs c y also be used as a, source or sputtered impurity particles, which
lisonality. The electrons temperature at the plate is mtuch smaller than can then be followed by the code as a second ionic species. The doe-
the source temperature, due to the loss at electrons over the collector pendt -ice of the presheath and collector sheath potential drops, Plasma
sheath potential battier. The electron heat flux, which is the main chan.s teinperature, tlow velocity and parallel heat flux on the ratio or the

5r tasotalong~ the Reld lines in the SO. Is reduced rola. tharq''Wthangeflonisatior' rats to the Coulomb collision fremquenscy is
tive tn toe 'free-streaminil' heat RtLi 1f. a n~sur.kT0 , for frsts (non-inro) discwted. Comparison is made to other high-recycling tliv*ertor models.
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APS/Division of Plasma Physics Annual Meeting
Anaheim, CA, November 13-17, 1989

Modeling of Auxillary-Heated Mirror Piersz Partile Simulation Code for Modeling Process-
A Comaparisn of Particle-ha-Cell and Fokker-Planick lng Pleasmas ! LI. Morny, V. VAsuDi AnD .1. Vrnsoncous.
Methods?! J. PROCASSnn, B. Couw. Y. MATSUDA, Leac llfsas of Csfijenss, Berholay-Tba bounded plasmas particle sisn
Liuerakwu Neboste Leiomterr C. DIZOsALL, lUaive.s of Ce1lfor- lbi= code PDWII has been, modifed to rim Interactvely on a PC. A
six, Besleiep-The transport and confinement of charged particles in collision model has been added which ca be used to simulate elastic,
an auxilhary-heared minor plasman ia modeled via a bounce-averaged excitation, ioniation and charge ehange collisons. The code already
Fokksv-Planck (F-P) code and a direct-implicit particle-in-cell (PIC) had models of extenal circuits and plaisa sources, so a number of dif-
code. The tesn cane studied is that of a tandem mirnor end plug plasma Ient processing plasmas ca saw be simulated. This 1-cludes IF and
which as beated by the iection of fundamental and second harmoni DC discharges and plasma immarsion, ion implantation devices. RI dis-
ECRE wave energy. This tast case determines the counenment and charge simula tions hav, shown rectfication, of the Plasma potential, ions
transport of elections **4, with the ions modeled an scattering sites. responding to the average potential, shath$ heatn and joule heating.
Both elect o-olectron and electron-ion collisions ane included. The mag- Both voltage and current driven R discharges have been ecamined,
ntic and electrostatic Ae"d are prescribed quantities. Each code em- and dlfiereces have been observed between the harmonic content of the

plops a relativistic description of the electron dynamics in one spatia potential. Ion velocity distributions at the boundaries exhibit features
dimension. The modeling comparison is divided into three sections: Q) due to charge eccuage and ionization, within, the sheath regions. The
Benchmarking the physics results fivom the PtC code against those from code has excellent graph= and the mnany diagmosticx are displayed in a
the F-P code; ui) A computational cost analysis of each code; iii) A window hlmmat, accessed using a menu systan.
discusin of the advantages and disadvantages of ea code, including -11d work supported in part by DOE contract DE-FG03-86ER532=o
a comparison of the efrrt involved in setting up each input deck. andi OZii contract MO11-K-0809

-rhis work supported by the U 13. DOE under contract W-7405-Eng-48. 1WS Lawson, L Camnp. Phyx. 80, 2S3 (1989).

Large space and time scale particle Simulation of RF Plasma Processes in Cylindrical Models and
bounded plasmas with a *Logical Sheath"! S. E. PALKCS. Plasma Immersion Ion Implantation ! M. V. ALVES! V. VA-
Ann L- PaacAsumr, 1qieersi of Calforv*s Berfielel-Whes, study. INDI AMD C. K. 3.oeALL, MEL, Unieersit of Coftwin, Berkele--
lag plaisa tow to a coeductiag. absorbin plate, the sheath a affect Spherial and cylindricl, many-particle models ane being used to
the relevat physics. Thes sheath in a small space (- A o.) a"d time simulate IF discharges in which the ILP powere and the prounded

(.w)scale -a-n-aRe.owe, to include boundary effects in a particle electrodes have different areas. These also model plasm immersion
simuiosrdlnaufy cm mast resolve these small time and space scales. ion implantation, whe a target is pulsed negatively. PDC1, is a ID

Fortunately, the Direct Implicit method has relazed the w.A restrains radial, electrostatic code simulating a plasma coutained between concen-
for stabilt but is nt accurate at large wp.At for bounded simulations ttic cylinders coupled to an ceeal ULC circuit and an RI source. Col-
in which - an a to rtain the sheath dynamics. We propose An alter- liins with neutral partices Are included as in PDWI 1 so that weakly
sative to resolving the sheath by hmplementing what we all the '$opal ionizied discharges ma be simulated. The self-bias voltage (producing
aseath. We absorb kets and reec v 4ectross sequentially to maintain the ion bombarding energy) at the powered electrode is measured and
snto set currest to the wall. The sheath drop is retained through the compared with theory.2 Pulsed plasm immersion ion implantation will
cutoff velocity of the electroes. Small time and space scale resolution also be describied.
is not necessary. We have already used the logical sheath in explicit -Thi work supported in paut by DOE contract DE-FG03-S6ER3220)
simulations ot a q-mackine. We plan, to show implicit results with large and ORR contratN=014-85-K-OM0
wpAt. By implementing the loga sheath, we plan to study inetic #On leave from INPE - S. J. Canmpo - SP - Dm41i
INect in the divertor region of a toamak. IL I. Morey, V. VWWId, 1. P.Verboncoeur. to be presented at this coa-

-Thin work supported by DoE contract No. DE-FG03-86ER53220 andl .
ONX cotract X000144-1 0809. 'IM. A. Liebersan, J. Appl. Phys. 61, 4186 (1989).
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The reports following are the full papers from the 13th Conference on Numerical Simulation of
Plasmas which took place in Santa Fe, New Mexico, September 17 - 20, 1989.



WinGraphics: AN OPTIMIZED WINDOWING ENVIRONMENT
FOR INTERACTIVE REAL-TIME SJMULATIONS

John P. Verboncoeur and Vahid Vahedi
Plasma Theory and Simulation Group

Electronics Research Laboratory
University of California

Berkeley, CA 94720
We have developed a customized windowing environment, WinGraphics, which provides particle
simulation codes with an interactive user interface. The environment supports real-time animation
of the simulation, displaying multiple diagnostics as they evolve in xime. In addition, keyboard
and printer (PostScript and dot matrix) support is provded. The simulation codes are structured
as shown in figure 1.

SCREEN SE

FIGURE 1. Schematic representtion of the interaction between
W in SaP ad RUe Fdh and the p kernel

The physics kernel is portable to any machine supporting standard C. The INIT module scans the
input file containing the physical parameters of the problem and initializes the diagnostic windows.
INiT also sets up memory for array storage. The environmnt provides hooks for the physics
kernel to run continuously (there is no time limit - the code can run indefinitely) or step through
iniiultimesteps. The screen is refreshed each timestep, and all user requests are processed
by the Wimnrahics MANAGER. When the simulation is in the running state, the MANAGER
is invoked at each time step (if not running the MANAGER is constantly invoked) to check the
keyboard buffer for the user's requests (messages). Pending messages are translated and dis-
patcd by the MANAGER until the user requests QUIT.

The Winraphics environment provides menus (as shown in figure 2), messages, prompts, and
dialog boxes as well as keyboard support for navigating the above. These facilities allow interactive
control of both the simulation and the output of the simulation.



Figure 2. The WinGraphics menus for POWI [1.

WinGraphics controls the video display by managing each window as an object with the following
attributes:

" Labels for each axis.

" The coordinates of the outer window frame and the client area

" Scales for the x- and y-axes. These quantities are useful for normalized codes where
values must be converted to some units before plotting.

* Maxinu and minimum x and y coordinates of the plot.

" State of the object. The environment checks the state to determine if the window is
on/off, if it was previously on, the type of plot(s) the window contains (semilog, linear,
or scatter), if the window is overlapping other windows, and if it is currently/previously
being autorescaled'. The state is used to minimize redrawing , objects which have not
changed since the last screen update are not redrawn.

1. Aurorescale: a process of scanning the x and y arrays for the maximum and minimum val-
ues. An autorescaled plot fills the entire client area of its window, and causes the axis labels to
be recalculated each time they change.



* Linked list of curves to plot. The contents of the linked list include the number of points,
pointers to the arrays, and the color of the curve. This enables windows to display
multiple curves using the same axes.

By manipulating the above characteristics interactively, windows can be opened, closed, moved
to a new location on the screen, made smaller or larger in two dimensions, and overlapped. In
addition, WinGraphics provides an interactive crosshair with which the user can point to any
location on the screen and display the coordinates of that point in the units of the plot containing
the point.

WinGraphics provides management of the segmented Intel 80x86 memory by allocating only the
required space for arrays and structures. Near arrays (addressed using the DS segment register
and a 16-bit offset) are used for performance-critical variables, while far arrays (addressed with
a 16-bit segment and a 16-bit address) are used for large arrays which cannot fit in the 64kB near
heap of the 80x86.

Since the code can run for an indefinite number of timesteps, arrays which accumulate some
physical quantity in time must be managed. The histories are combed when the array limit is
reached, retaining only every nth value. This leads to loss of temporal resolution as the simulation
is advanced in time. To retain local temporal resolution, local arrays are used which contain data
for contiguous timesteps.

The codes currently running in the WinGraphics environment include ES1 (Electrostatic 1
Dimensional Periodic Plasma simulation) [2], PDW1 (Plasma Device Workshop 1 Dimensional
Cartesian bounded simulation) [1], and PDC1 (the cylindrical counterpart of PDW1) [3].

Figure 3 shows a sample PostScript output of WinGraphics for ES 1 displaying the variation of
potential, 0(x) (left), and the time history of electrostatic field energy (right) for Landau damping
with 8192 particles.

F.Onrm D3 iouu With Siv PWr s for r 2

-V-

Figure 3. PostScript output of WinGraphics for ES I.



As a performance comparison of the codes, we use ES I running a Landau damping simulation
with 16000 electrons. The results of the comparison are shown below. The Cray values are given
using the NMFECC Cray computers using the vectorized FORTRAN version of the code due to
A. B. Langdon (LLNL).

computer clock speed (Mz) Ilsec per particle per push

IBM AT 6 1038
BM PS/2 Model 80 16 183

Del1310 20 + memory cache 118
Cray I vectorized 1.8Cray I vectorized 1.4

From this information, we can extrapolate for new hardware. For example, an 80386/80387
running at 33 MHz with sufficiently fast memory should perform at 71 gsec per particle per push,
an 80486 at 33 MHz should perform at 24 tsec per particle per push, and an 80486 running at 50
MHz should result in performance of 16 psec per particle per push.

Clearly we are rapidly approaching the performance needed to run two dimansional codes on
PC's. Note that as the number of dimensions increases, the relative computational cost of the
field solve increases, so one cannot directly extrapolate from the ID particle pushes. Given
sufficient memory, it is estimated that a minimum speed of 40 pLsec per particle per push (25,000
particles per second) is required to run a 2D simulation in real time. Memory requirements vary
widely depending on the problem, but a good minimum estimate is 800k bytes (500k for particle
quantities of 25,000 particles, 120k for quantities on a 100x100 grid, etc.)
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BOUNDED PLASMA DEVICE SIMULATION WITH PDW1,
INCLUDING: EXTERNAL RLC CIRCUIT,

DC AND RF DRIVE, AND COLLISIONAL PROCESSES.

Ian J. Morey, John P. Verboncoeur, and Vahid Vahedi
Plasma Theory and Simulation Group

Electronics Research Laboratory
University of California

Berkeley, CA 94720

PDW1 (Plasma Device Workshop 1-dimensional), running in the WimGraphics environment [1],
is a versatile many-particle bounded plasma simulation code used to study diverse plasma and
boundary conditions. The boundaries are connected through an external RLC circuit with time
dependent voltage/current sources. Having a versatile input deck is an efficient way of specifiying
plasma parameters to the code without recompiling. In PDW1, input deck parameters are given
in MKS units. The list includes:

plasma variables: number of species, characteristics of each species and back-
ground charge and current densities

device variables: electrode separation, electrode area and background E
circuit variables: R, L, C, V(t) and 1(t)
electrode variables: absorption, secondary emission and plasma sources
collision variables: neutral pressure, elastic, excitation and ionization collisions
numerical variables: At, Ax, number of cells, charge per computer particle and FFT

period.
PDW1 employs four distinct circuit solvers to handle the full range of external circuit parameters.
For the general series RLC circuit with voltage source, a 2nd order backward Euler is used. For
C - 0, the external circuit becomes an open circuit, and external parameters are ignored. For
C -a and R=L=O. external potentials are applied directly across the plasma region. The final
case is an ideal current source, which drives the specified current from one plate to the other
(external circuit parameters do not affect an ideal current source).

-

Figure 1. lime and frequency responses of voltage and
current signals in an RF discharge.



FFT routines are used to obtain the frequency response of any signal accumulated in time. The
quantities currently transformed include the driven wall potential, the potential at the middle of
the system and the current. The total impedance, Z09, of the plasma region is calculated in the
frequency domain as the ratio of V(/) to I(f). An example is shown in figure 1. for an RF discharge.

Collisions with neutral particles have been included in PDWl so partially ionized discharges can
be simulated. The present model can be used for elastic, inelastic and ionizing electron-neutral
collisions, and can be extended to charge-exchange ion-neutral collisions. The full 3-D character
of a collision is modelled with just two velocity components, parallel and perpendicular to the
spatial dimension of the simulation.

The neutrals are assumed to be uniformly distributed between the boundaries with a constant
density. The probability, P,, that the m-th electron has a collision with a neutral .-s given by

P, = I- exp(-n r(E.v) (1)

where n is neutral density, ar is the total cross-section (the sum of cross-sections for elastic,
excitation and ionizing collisions) and v. is the velocity of the m-th electron. Laboratory
cross-sections are entered into arrays at the start of the run. A collision occurs if a random number
R( R e O,1D is less than P,. Another random number is then used to determine what type of
collision has occurred, based upon the following:

R : q.,(EYa<(E) :elasuic

q4&(E)/cr(E) < R ! (a (E) + q.,(E))I/T(E) :excitation

(a.d(E) + o.,(E))tr(E) < R ionization

Once the type of collision is determined, the energy of the scattered electron is obtained. Energy
is unchanged for elastic collisions, while excitation energy is lost during excitation collisions.
During an ionizing collision the energy is divided between the two electrons using a differential
ionization cross-section of the form:

S(ET) = A(E) (2)

,T 2+B(E)

where E is the incident electron energy, T is the scattered electron energy, and A and B are general
functions of E. This is a simplified form of the cross-section used by Peterson and Allen [2].

Lastly, the directions of the scattered and ejected electrons are obtained by using the same dif-
ferential cross-section to determine the scattering angle after all collisions, which has been taken
from Den Hartog et at [3], and has the form

2'T X (3)
G(") 4x(1+Tsin2 W2))n(l +T)

where X is the angle between the incident and scattered velocities.
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Figure 2 shows a sample run of PDW1 for an RF-driven discharge over one half-cycle, displaying
the velocity phase space (velocity versus position for each particle), and the variation of potential,
4+(x from wall to wall.

The left-hand plot in figure 3 shows the velocity phase space in expanded scale, as the ions
accelerate out to the walls from the bulk plasma due to the presence of an average positive potential,
as seen in the right-hand plot, in the middle of the system.
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The Traveling-Wave-Tube Code IBC

by LJ. Morey and C.K. Birdsall

ERL, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720

IBC (Interactive Beam-Circuit) is a one-dimensional many particle, traveling-wave-tube
simulation code which has been developed to run interactively on a PC or Workstation.

The code follows all of the particles in the tube, rather than just those in one wavelength.
This allows for nouperiodic inputs, nonuniform line and a large set of spatial diagnostics
which can be displayed graphically.

The code uses particle-in-cell techniques (Birdsall and Langdon, 1985) to model the
motion of beam electrons and simple finite difference methods to model the fields of the
coupled slow-wave transmission line. The coupling between the beam and the transmission
line is based upon the finite difference equations of Brillouin (1949), and particle-in-cell
techniques are also used to include the space-charge effects, in a manner similar to that

used by Hess (1961).
The transmission line equations used in the code are:

Vt Vt-I . -1/2z - -1/2 Q
-_ _ 1 • I/ - m i(k) Q, -Q'at =- + . '(1)

,41- j- 12 _ 1 V' - vt_
__________ .- (2)At L AzTh vr'sbesV a t+ 2 T-/

The variables V and 8+1/2 are the transmission line voltage and current at the points ix

and (i+1/2)Az respectively, and at times tAt and (t+1/2)At respectively. The capacitance
and inductance per unit length are C and L. The beam charge within a section of the
tube, Qbi, induces a charge on the transmission line x(k)Q&, , where k is the wavenumber
of the space-charge waves. The factor ic(k) reflects the nature of the space-charge coupling
constants for finite diameter TWT and depends on the relative diameters of the beam and
the waveguide, and the transverse field profiles of the different wave modes.

From the equation of continuity, another driving term could be used, similar to Pierce
(1950):

-k +1/2 V-1/2 (3)
¢ A:

This option is available in the code. Using a method of assigning the charge of each electron
particle to the two nearest cell boundaries and the current of each electron particle to the
two nearest cell centers, these two driving terms produce the same growth (satisfying

continuity).



We assume that the space-charge fLeld variables have a radial profile of the form Jo(k. r)

(TMm mode), where k = 2.405/Rw., and R.,. is the beam radius. This implies that
there is a conductor at the edge of the beam and allows Poisson's equation for the space-

charge potential, , and density, p, in cylindrical coordinates to be simplified to

82
2~ ___ - (4)

where 6(z, r, 9) = O(z)Jo(k±r) and similarly for p. We also assume that there is no DC
space charge because the unperturbed electron beam is neutralized by cold immobile ions.

Therefore, even though the AC space-charge density has a Jo(k±r) profile, we can choose
a uniform radial density profile for the beam and the ions.

An additional feature has also been added so that the effects of space charge can be
observed easily. The constant SCcoup allows the user to change the strength of the space-
charge force, When SCcoup = 1, the ful effect of the space charge is included, but when
SCcoup = 0 the space-charge force has no effect, so

E(soi+1l2 = E(i.a)j+. 1/ 2 + SCcoup* E(.p-dW,)i+1l2. (5)

The same relationship applies to the total, circuit and space-charge potentials, and the
electron bunching observed in IBC with SCcoup = 1 agrees with the results of Hess
(1961).

The transmission line is terminated at both ends with a resistor and a voltage source.
However, these terminations can be matched only when there is no beam-circuit coupling.
The greater the coupling between the beam and the circuit, the greater the reflected signal.
If the loop gain exceeds unity, the tube will become an oscillator. To avoid this, a section
of the transmion line can be made lossy, or, an absorbing termination length may be
added to the tube - a region where the loss increases exponentially and the beam-circuit
coupling decays to zero.

The boundary conditions for the particles are absorption at both the source and collec-
tor. The beam particles are injected uniformly at the source. The space-charge potential
is fixed at zero at both the source and collector.

When the code is run on an IM PS2, with 100-200 cells and up to 5 particles per
cal, many different features of a TWT interaction can be observed in a one hour session.
Quantities such as: the beam density and current, the two driving terms, the circuit voltage
and current and the power, can be displayed individually or all together. The following
diagrams show the output for a tube of length 0.2 meters, a gain of C = 0.056 and an
absorbing termination.
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PDC1: ONE DIMENSIONAL RADIAL CODE FOR A CYLINDRICAL
PLASMA DEVICE WITH AN EXTERNAL RLC CIRCUIT

M. Virginia Alves1, Vahid Vahedi, Charles K. Birdsall
Plasma Theory and Simulation Group

Electronics Research Laboratory
University of California

Berkeley,CA 94720

PDC1 is a one dimensional (radial), electrostatic particle simulation code with the plasma
bounded by two concentric cylinders. These electrodes can be coupled to an external circuit as
shown in Figure 1. Only spatial variations in r are considered. The principles applied in this
code are the same as those used in the planar model code PDW1, widely used since 1983 [1].

I(t)

V(t) L R C

Figure 1. Cylindrical plasma device with an external RLC circuit.

PDC1 is very flexible and runs in the WinGraphics environment [2]. It is being applied, for
example, to RF discharges, in which the RF powered electrode and the grounded electrode have
different areas, and to Plasma Immersion Ion Implantation. For convenience, the inner cylinder
is considered powered and the outer cylinder is grounded. In addition, in 1D-3V (r, v,, v 9 v,)
with an applied axial magnetic field, B, many magnetized non-neutral plasma problems may
be addressed, with or without the center cylinder.

We obtain the finite difference equations for fields (E) and potential (*) related to density (p),
on a spatial grid, using Gauss' law, in order to guarantee conservation of flux. The particles are
considered to be cylindrical shells, uniform along z. The grid quantities are indexed by j. The

grid points are spaced uniformly in r, Ar a -- , where NC is the number of cells, and re and

rFc are the inner and outer cylinder radius. The charge weighting guarantees charge conserva-
tion.

1. Visiting from Institute for Space Research INPE, P.O. 515, 12201- S. J. Campos, SP, Brazil



Applied to the cylindrical surface at j+, Gauss' law produces the radial electric field from the

charges as in Birdsall and Langdon [3]:

"- =2xrE -2rr , E. where r. a r . and j>O (I)
£ +1 *+1 1-1 J-1 J +i 2

Forj = 0 we have:

QO_ 2rE1 - 2xrOEO (2)

In order to obtain an equation in *, we use single cell differencing:

E I= - where Ar. ,r ,-r., (3)
E. Ar.I 1 + JiJ i

The charge density is obtained from pi = !, where V. a r& 2 ) with:

(&r 2 ),= r2  -r 2  j>O (4)

(Ar2)0= r2 -r2 (5)

Using (3)-(5) in (1) and (2) we obtain a three-point finite difference form of Poisson's equation:

-rAr i= (r-O.)i - 2 r, +(r + 0.54+I j>O (6)

(ro + O.25)Ar ! + roa
(ro+O.5)e (7)

n (6)rwere normalized by Ar, and to derive (7), we assume E =, where a is the charge

surface density at the inner cylinder. Equation (7) is one of the boundary conditions used to

solve the Poisson equation. The second boundary condition is obtained assuming that the outer
electrode is at the reference potential, *K = 0.

Equations (6)-(7) provide a tridiagonal matrix which is solved to find the potentials j. Then the

electric fields are obtained using:

j = -jI - I for j = 1,2,...,NC - I

The electric field at the first grid point is obtained from (2); for the last grid point we use a
similar equation for Ec.



In order to solve equations (6)-Cl) for the potentials, the charge density must be known on the
same grid. The weighting used to accumulate charge is similar to linear weighting. We use the
area of rings to weight the charges ([3]; without variations in 0).

The weighting of the electric field to the particles is done in the same manner. The charge accu-
mulated on the grid point at the boundary is some fraction (in PDW1, exactly , [1]) of that

which would be accumulated at the grid point which is not at a boundary if the physical charge
density wee the same at the two points. To compensate for this we use a volume corresponding
to half a cell (see eq.(5)) when we define charge density at the last grid points (/=0, j=NC).

In order to load the system at t=0 with a uniform density, we assume a constant density in r

equal to Y,, where N is the total number of particles to load the system. Since the density

is uniform in r, at each position ri we have:
r2 2

2 (8),

where ri -I is the position of the previous particle. The algorithm (8) is used to determine the
positions of the particles at t=O.

The cylindrical plasma device with an external circuit RLC is showed in Figure 1. In order to
solve the circuit equation we use the 2nd order backward Euler method and we treat four differ-
ent cases (as in PDWI (4]):

a) C=O, open circuit
b) current source;
c) R = L = O and C -4.*, short circuit;
d) general case: RLC circuit with voltage source.

It is important to consider carefully the relation between a and 4 in order to specify the correct
boundary condition for solving Poisson's equation.

Cylindrical computer experiments were performed many years ago with ID models in order to
ascertain the possibility of electrostatic inertial confinement (5] and the dynamics of limiting
charge and current [6].

The following plots illustrate a run of PDC1 for an RF discharge driven by a current source
displaying the velocity phase space (velocity versus position for each particle), the potential
across the bounded region as a function of position, and the time history of the potential at the
inner electrode.
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Multi-Scale Particle Simulation of Bounded
Plasmas

S. E. Parker-, A. Friedman-, S.L. Ray~ and C. K. Birdsall-

*Electronics Research Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley CA 94720

"Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Univ. of California, Livermore CA 94550

1 Introduction

We are using the multi-scale technique [1 to model bounded systems. Certain bounded systems

are a naturally suited for the multi-scale method because the boundary layer (or sheath) that

forms at the wall, which is usually a short spatial (, A De) and time scale (- w ,,) structure,

can significantly affect the bulk plasma behavior. One goal is to understand the interaction

between the bulk plasma and the sheath. If the relevant short time scale physics is local to a

few (or one) known spatial regions, then one can take advantage of this by advancing particles

with variable At depending on position, hence reducing computing time. The unmagnetized

sheath problem is such a case.

The model is a one dimensional bounded slab with kinetic ions and electrons. We start with

a collisionless and unmagnetized system for simplicity. The right boundary is a conducting wall

that absorbs all particles that come in contact with it. The left boundary is a symmetry point,

where the particles are reflected. We allow a specified initial distribution: f(z, V, t = 0).

In order to test the numerics of both the multi-scale method and boundary conditions we are

using the following test problem: a cutoff Maxwellian distribution for the electrons and fixed (or

infinitely massive) ions. The system has an analytic solution, so the run may be started from

equilibrium. This gives us a benchmark and tests the fast time scale electron sheath dynamics.

Results using variable At (with ratio of smallest to largest of 1:128) will be given. In the future,

we intend to use the more general model to study time dependent bounded plasma problems,

such as a plasma expanding toward a conducting wall.

2 The Multi-Scale Method

The goal is to model bulk, macroscopic (w < wp, A > AD) plasma phenomena globally, while

uleo accurately treating short time ( - w- 1) and short space scales (- AD) in local regions

where microscopic physics is important (e.g. sheaths). We accomplish this by allowing groups



of particles to move at different At's. The Direct Implicit method is used to allow for large w pAt

[2]. Each group of particles (call them G.), is pushed every 2" time steps, using At,, = 2"6t,

fn = 0, 1, 2,..., where it is the smallest time increment. In order to avoid having "special"

time steps, we do not move all the particles of a given group at once. We define subgroups

of G. called blocks (call them BI.). Given a group G., there are 2" blocks P,, where

I = 0, 1,2,...,(2- - 1). Each block in a group is moved at a different time step. We move a

block B, at time step n, with t = nit, when: (n)mod(21") = 1. As an example, consider 3

groups (m = 0,1,2):

Group Step sixe jBlock I When pushed

GO Ato 6t B °  every step

G1  At1 = 26t B °  even steps

BI odd steps

G2  At 2 = 46t BO if n mod 4 = 0

B2 ifn mod 4 = 1

B2 if n mod 4 = 2

B 3  ifnmod4= 3

To illustrate how particles are moved, take time step n=7:

Time Level n=3 n=4 n=5 n=6 n=7 n=8 n=9 n=IC n=11 Jj
88 * .- -o -*, *
B? *

B20 0 - --- - --EB°  . - o -

E l *---- -
B1 .- -- --- ----

B?2

Three blocks aremoved at a=7: BO, B1 and B2 (represented by the solid arrows). Contributions

to the free streamed charge density 0, and the "effective" susceptibility X from all blocks are

known in advance of the step; those from blocks B, B2, B2 and B2, have been obtained by

interpolation in time. Thus, the field is known before the blocks: BS, B and B 3 are advanced

to n=7.

2



3 Physics of the Test Problem

The sheath problem we use is a simple example to test the electron sheath dynamics. f(x, v)

for the electrons is a cut-off Maxwellian:

f(Z V) = nocoexp( - 4 ) IvI<vc(z) (1)

0; IVH -Ve(X).

where no = n.(x = 0), = T, co = {2N(2vTerf(4) and, vo = vc(z = 0). The ions

are fixed: ni(z) = no Changing variables; u = and 0 Poso' equation becomes:2 VT T
d o 1 e erfV 'o ' 7 7 (2)

'z=  I erfv I

We can now solve Eq. (2) with the appropriate boundary conditions, and knowing O(x) we

load the particles (electrons) according to Eq. (1).

4 Comparison of Computing Time

Comparison of cpu time for two runs: one with 1 At group and the other with 8 At groups. No.

of particles = 100,000; no. of timesteps = 10,000. Time is given in microseconds per particle

per timestep.

smllst4t1 128 Gain

total time: 4.62 1.56 2.96

without io: 3.75 0.670 5.60

without io, or initialization.: 3.63 0.546 6.64

We have not yet fully vectorized the code. There is still room for optimization, although the

logic involved in changing particles from block to block makes vectorization more complicated.
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A Particle-In-Cell Method for Modeling Small
Angle Coulomb Collisions in Plasmas

S. E. Parker

Electronics Research Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley CA 94720

o

1 Introduction

We propose a computational method to self-consistently model small angle collisional ef-

fects. This method may be added to standard Particle-In-Cell (]PIC) plasma simulations

to include collisions, or as an alternative to solving the Fokker-Planck (FP) equation using

finite difference methods. The distribution function is represented by a large number of

particles. The particle velocities change due to the drag force, and the diffusion in velocity

is represented by a random process. This is similar to previous Monte-Carlo methods [1,2],

except we calculate the drag force and diffusion tensor self-consistently. The particles are

weighted to a grid in velocity space and the associated "Poisson equations" are solved for

the Rosenbluth potentials. The motivation is to avoid the very time consuming method of

Coulomb scattering pair by pair. First the approximation for small angle Coulomb collisions

is discussed. Next, the FP-PIC collision method is outlined. Then we show a test of the

particle advance modeling an electron beam scattering off a fixed ion background.

2 Small angle Coulomb collisions

The FP equation for describing small angle Coulomb collisions can be solved numerically

using finite difference techniques. An alternate method is to follow the evolution of a large

number of particles. Using the notation of Trubaikov [3], an infinitestimal "cloud" of test

particles can be represented by the quantities < Avi > and < AviAvj > to the same order

of accuracy as the FP equation(4], and are defined by:

ddt)< Av >- d- t (1)

dd

The bars represent averages. These may be interpreted as ensemble averages over many

initial states, or as an ordinary average by letting the number of particles in a cloud, N.

become large. We follow the second interpretation allowing a simpler simulation method.



vi is now the average velocity of the local cloud. The i and j subscripts are the 3 velocity

components in Cartesian coordinates, (vl = vr, v2 = vy, V3 = v). < Avi > is the drag

force felt by an average particle in the cloud. < Avi~vj > is the spreading or diffusion in

velocity space of the cloud.

Numerically we advance the velocity of the particles by using the following equation [4]:
0

Av,(tn) =< Av, > At + BjAW(tn) (3)

where Bij satisfies.
BikBLj =< AviAt, j > (4)

where ATW,(t) = jI(tn) - W(tn- 1 ), and Wi(t) is a vector function that represents a

Wiener process (or Brownian motion) having the following properties < Wi(t) >= 0 and

< Wi(t)W (t) >= tMi. B and W are not unique and only need to satisfy the above criteria.

In our model we choose:

AW,(t n ) = v'A-7R, (5)

where Ri are independent random numbers satisfying < Ri >= 0, and < R1 Rj >= ,ij. We

have found a a matrix B such that BB = A, given by:

A12 0(

(A A A A 0A(6

:f I 2 2 3

By letting Aij =< AvjAvi >, we note that Eq. (6) satisfies Eq. (4) and can therefore use

this B in Eq. (3).

The "field" quantities are obtained from two functions 0 and tP, the Rosenbluth poten-

tials, which in turn are solved by the two Poisson equations [3]:

v2 = f (v,) (7)

V200 = 0(v) (8)

where 0 is the superscript representing the field species, 3 = (i, e). Then < Avi > and

< Avi ,v > are obtained in terms of the Rosenbluth potentials using the following equation

(see reference [3] for a derivation):

Ot', Ll~¢ (9)
< Avi >a= _ 1 + L

2



< (10)
raav

4 weee ) is a constant (given here in cgs units), and A is the Coulomb logarithm.

a and 3 represent the test and field particles, respectively (e.g. a = (i,e) and 0 = (i,e)).

3 Outline of the Method

For the particle advance, we start with the simplest scheme [1], similar to Euler's method,

except there is an added diffusion term (the last term on the right):

Vn+1 A rnz (1V = + < Avi >n At + B v R(

Rj are independent random numbers having the two properties given above. Following a

methodology similar to PIC simulation, we weight the particles to a grid, calculate the field

quantities, advance the particles and repeat the process. The basic algorithm is as follows:

Step 1. Weight the particles to a grid in velocity space using linear interpolation.

Step 2. Solve Eqs. (7) and (8) on the grid for 0 and '.

Step 3. Obtain < Av, >" and B! on the grid using Eqs. (6), (9) and (10).

Step 4. For each particle, obtain < Avi >1 and BP. by interpolating from the grid to

the particle location vi. Then, update the velocity using Eq. (11).

4 Test of the particle advance

As an initial test of the particle advance, Eq. (11), we model an electron beam scattered

by infinitely massive cold ions. For this test case < Avi > and < AviAvj > are given by

the two simple analytic expressions:

< Avi >= -C-L (12)

< AVjAVj >= C (6 i j Vvi ) (13)

where C 4r .Ll We do not calculate the field quantities on the grid (step 1 and 2
4w1

above), but rather, use Eqs. (12) and (13) directly. This provides a good test ;)f the particle

advance, Eq. (11). We expect the total x-momentum to be given by [3]:

p~tat(t) = p.,jma(t = O)ezp 3- (14)

3



where vo is the initial beam velocity. We have made a test run with the following parameters:

C = 1, Vo = 1, VTe = 0.01 and At = 0.001. The energy error is less than 0.2 percent and

the momentum error is less then 1 percent for a total time: T=1.

5 Future Work

We are developing a code to test the FP-PIC method outlined above. In the near future we

plan to implement the algorithm in a id 3v electrostatic code in order to study combined

collective electrostatic and collisional effects. With this code we would assume spatial

homogeneity for calculating the collisional terms. If this assumption is not valid one would

have to partition f(v) into spatial regions j, and calculate fj(v) for each spatial region. One

would have to ensure that enough particles in each spatial zone to adequately fill out the

distribution function.

In addition, we need to address the accuracy and stability issues associated with this

method, and study the feasibility of using a more accurate particle advancing scheme than

that given by Eq. (11).
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1 Introduction

The transport and confinement of charged particles in an auxiliary-heated mirror plasma is

modeled via the bounce-averaged Fokker-Planck (F-P) code SMOKE [2] and the direct-implicit

particle-in-cell (PIC) code TESS [1]. The test case studied is that of a tandem mirror end plug

which is heated by the injection of ECRE at both the fundamental and second harmonic of the

electron gyrofrequency ('Rp.F = ww and wpR,2 = 2wo.). Figure 1 shows the magnetic field and

potential profiles that are prescribed for the test case. Both electron-electron and electron-ion

collisions are included. Each code employs a relativistic description of the electron dynamics in

on spatial dimension. Each code follows the system to equilibrium, where the lows of particles

(resulting from collisional detrapping of the loss-cone distribution) balances the trapping of

particles (resulting from the preferential increase in the magnetic moment of the particle due

to the resonant absorption of RF wave energy).

The modeling comparison is divided into three sections. The first entails benchmarking the
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Figure 1: Magnetic field and potential profiles in the end plug of a tandem mirror plasma. The

central cell is to the left, and the end wall is to the right.

physics results from the PIC code against those from the F-P code. The test case determines

the confinement and transport of electrons only. The magnetic and electrostatic fields are

prescribed quantities. Comparison is made of the electron velocity-space density contours at

different axial locations, as well as the electron density and kinetic energy profiles. In order to

determine the effect of particle counting statistics on these quantities, the PIC code is run with

varying numbers of simulation electrons. The PIC code is also run including the ions, and a

self-consistent calculation of the electrostatic potential. This last run allows us to determine

the accuracy of the assumed potential profile used in the other runs. Next, a computational

cost analysis is performed on each code, In addition to comparing the total run time for each

of the codes, various code dependent costs are provided, such as the cost to push a particle

each time step in the PIC code and the cost to 'invert" the phase-space matrices in the F-P

code. Finally, the advantages and disadvantages of each code are discussed in the context of

the chosen test case, including a comparison of the effort involved in setting up the input deck

for each code.

2 The Multiregion Bounce-Averaged Fokker-Planck Code

The SMOKE code determines the evolution of a particle distribution function f resulting from

Coulomb collisional and 5F-induced velocity space diffusion. The code numerically solves the
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relativistic Fokker-Planck kinetic equation

8V O 19
*+ . + [q (E+ -v xB fI'r +rvi =0, (1)

where t is the time, x is the position, v is the velocity, p - mv is the momentum, 7 S

(1 - v2/C2)- 11/ 2 is the relativistic factor, m is the rest mass, c is the speed of light, E and B

are of the electric and magnetic fields (static and RF components), and r,.u and rr! are the

fluxes arising from Coulomb collisional and RF wave interactions respectively. Since the bounce

time of particles in the mirror (in) is much smaller than the collisional or RF diffusion times

(r.1, rq), a bounce-averaged version of the F-P equation [3] is solved in (c, p) phase spacen~ 1(.L ..'+D)+±(~ ,.f +D)(2)
ant Ock or 8Ap Op D p (2)

where c a (-y - 1)mc2 + q4 is the total cnergy, p a 1Aj/2mBo is the magnetic moment and

-- =f dz/Iltj I is the particle bounce time. Each of the coefficient Da have contributions from

Coulomb collisional and RF wave interactions. The quasilinear model of Bernstein and Baxter

[3] is used to model the RF-induced diffusion.

The bounce-averaged F-P equation (2) is solved for the various regions (trapped-particle

populations) via a two-step process. First, the (e, p) phase space is mapped into a rectangular

(Cartesian coordinate) region (z, y). Second, a Galerkin finite-element method is used to solve

(2) in the (z, y) phase space. (The same procedure is used to solve Poisson's equation for the

Rosenbluth potentials.)

3 The Direct-Implicit Particle-In-Cell Code

The TESS code computes the trajectories of individual charged particles in either a prescribed

or self-consistent electrostatic potential, and a prescribed magnetic field. The implicit nature of

the code allows one to simulate long-wavelength, low-frequency phenomena, without having to

resolve high-frequency effects, such as electron plasma oscillations. A relativistic guiding center

formulation of the equations of motion in one spatial dimension (i) is used

dz p
di 7m

dps _ dp_ zB ) + -/, 3
Et - V B + + (3)

dp _dp dp
W Z dim+dt
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In general, the code simulates the transport and confinement of both ions and electrons. The

self-consistent ambipolar potential is then calculated via the direct-implicit form of Poisson's

equation

- v (l + X, VO(z) = 4re (Zn,(z) - ne(z)), (4)

where the summation is over species s (ions and electrons), n. is the free-streaming or explicit

density of species s and X, is the implicit susceptibility which accounts for the implicit correction

to the free-streaming density. The equations of motion (3) and modified Poisson equation (4)

are solved via standard finite difference techniques. A self-consistent, relativistic, Monte Carlo

binary collision model [4] and a quasilinear RF diffusion model [5] (after Bernstein and Baxter

[3], as implemented by Rognlien [6]) are also included.
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